
Schedule of Contributions Effective January 2014

Payment Deadlines for SSS Contributions and Member Loans

If the employer ID or the individual 
member SS# ends with the 

following number

Payment Deadline 
Following the applicable month for employed member
Following the applicable month or quarter for SE/VM

1 or 2 10th day of the month
 3 or 4 15th day of the month
5 or 6 20th day of the month
7 or 8 25th day of the month
9 or 0 Last day of the month

* The minimum monthly salary credit for OFW members is P5,000.                      
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3. Lump sum amount - is granted to a retiree or a disabled member (who suffers from 
permanent total disability or permanent partial disability) as well as to the primary 
or secondary beneficiaries of a deceased member who has not paid the required 
number of contributions to qualify for the monthly pension. 

4. Monthly pension - is a lifetime cash benefit paid to a retiree or a disabled member 
(who suffers from permanent total disability or permanent partial disability) as well 
as to the primary beneficiaries of a deceased member who has met the required 
number of contributions to qualify for the monthly pension. 

5. Monthly Salary Credit (MSC) - The compensation base for contributions and 
benefits as indicated in the schedule in Section 18 of the SS Law. 

6. Non-working spouse - a person legally married to a currently employed and 
actively paying SSS member who devotes full time in the management of household 
and family affairs may be covered on a voluntary basis provided there is approval of 
the working spouse. The person should never have been a member of the SSS. 

7. Overseas Filipino Worker (OFW) - a Filipino recruited in the Philippines by a 
foreign-based employer for employment abroad; having  source of income in a 
foreign country; and permanent resident in a foreign country. 

8. Self-employed member - a person who has no employer other than himself and 
derives income from his physical and mental effort. 

9. SS Form E-1 (Personal Record) - a person registering with the SSS for the first 
time as a prospective employee should accomplish this form.

10. SS Form E-4 (Member’s Data Amendment Form) - Changes in the member’s 
record should be reported immediately to the nearest SSS office by accomplishing 
this form. 

11.	 UMID	 (Unified	 Multi-Purpose	 Identification	 Card) - a card which contains a 
contactless chip and magnetic stripe that stores information and can be used when 
transacting with participating government agencies such as SSS, GSIS, Pag-IBIG 
and PhilHealth.   

12. Voluntary Member - a member who is separated from employment or ceased to 
be self-employed/overseas Filipino worker/non-working spouse and would like to 
continue paying his/her contributions.
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The Social Security System (SSS) is here to serve you! 

This primer aims to guide you about your membership with the SSS, its programs, and its 

benefits that are available and the services that SSS offers enabling you, as a member to 

transact with the SSS with greater convenience even right at the comforts of your homes 

or offices. 

As a worker in the private sector, a self-employed or a voluntary member or as an 

Overseas Filipino Worker, you can be assured of social protection. SSS is committed 

to provide you and your beneficiaries with prompt, convenient, reliable and meaningful 

social protection services now and in the future so that you shall receive the benefits due 

in times of death, disability, old-age, sickness and maternity.  

Duties and Responsibilities of  SSS Members

If you are a registered employed member

1. Keep the duplicate copy of your SS 

Form E-1 (Personal Record) and 

give a photocopy to your employer 

upon employment; 

2. Verify with the nearest SSS off ice 

after 30 days from the date of your 

employment if you are reported for 

SSS coverage by your employer;

3. Check your monthly pay slip to ensure that your share of contributions is 

deducted and verify with the SSS if these are remitted in your favor by 

your employer;
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4. Register with My.SSS at the SSS website www.sss.gov.ph. This will enable 
you to have online access to your SSS records such as your coverage, 
contributions and status of your claims.

5. Inform your employer of any existing or newly approved salary loan so that 
the monthly loan amortization is deducted from your salary; You may also 
check through the My.SSS at the SSS website www.sss.gov.ph whether your 
loan payments are updated. If you transfer to another company, inform 
your employer of your existing loan so that deductions can be made from 
your salary.

6. Keep your personal records such as address, contact number, beneficiaries 
updated and correct by submitting a completed SS Form E-4 (Member’s 
Data Amendment Form) together with the corresponding supporting 
document /s to avoid delays in the processing of benefit claims; and

7. Be aware of changes and improvements in the SSS policies and benefit 
structure to fully utilize your benefits.

If you are a self-employed (SE), 
voluntary member (VM) or an 
Overseas Filipino Workers (OFWs) -

1. Pay your contributions using 
SS Form RS-5 (Contributions 
Payment Return)  monthly or 
quarterly in accordance with the 
prescribed schedule of payment.

2. Register with My.SSS at the SSS website www.sss.gov.ph  provided you have at 
least one (1) month posted contribution. This will enable you to have online access 
to your records so that you can confirm or check your coverage, contributions and 
status of claims.

3. Be updated in paying your salary loan to avoid penalties on late payments and 
deductions from your benefits because of past due loans. 

In the case of the covered non-working spouse, if the person gets employed 
later, or becomes self-employed or an OFW, the membership shall be reclassified 
accordingly as employed or self-employed or OFW.

4. What services are exempt from compulsory coverage as employee?

 -  Casual employment

 -  Government service

 - Employment of single proprietor in his own business

5. Can employers hire employees without SS numbers?

No. Section 24 (e) of the SS Law requires the presentation of SS number as a 
condition  for employment. However, lack of SS number should not prejudice a 
qualified member from availing SS or EC benefits.

6. Can anybody secure copies of records submitted to SSS by members?

No. Section 24 (c) of the SS Law provides for their confidentiality. Records can only 
be obtained, by persons other than the member, in compliance to a subpoena duces 
tecum or the authority by the SSS President. 

1. Beneficiaries:

•	 Primary beneficiaries - the primary beneficiaries who shall be entitled  
 to the benefits are the dependent spouse until he or she remarries and the  
 dependent legitimate; legitimated or legally adopted, and illegitimate children,  
 subject to the certain conditions.

 • Secondary	beneficiaries - the secondary beneficiaries who shall be entitled  
  to the benefits in the absence of the primary beneficiaries are the dependent  
  parents. In the absence of dependent parents, any other person designated  
  by the member subject to certain conditions. 

2. Contribution - the amount paid to the SSS by and on behalf of the member.

GLOSSARY OF TERMS
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4. Keep your personal records updated and correct by submitting a completed SS Form 
E-4 (Member’s Data Amendment Form) together with the corresponding supporting 
document/s to avoid delays in processing of benefit claims; and

. Be aware of changes and improvements in the SSS policies and benefit structure so
 as to fully utilize your benefits.

Membership with SSS

Membership is for life

When you register for SSS membership in any capacity, either as an employee-member 
during employment, or as a self-employed or voluntary member, you become a member 
for life whereby contributions remitted could no longer be withdrawn or refunded. Your 
contributions then become savings for the future which will serve as basis for the granting 
of social security benefits in times of contingencies.

During such time that you fail to remit contributions, you may still be eligible for the 
benefits and loan privileges offered by SSS, provided that you meet the necessary 
qualifying conditions.

SS number is a unique lifetime number

The SS number assigned to you is a unique lifetime number that is always used in any 
and all SSS transactions. If you forget your SS number, get in touch with any SSS branch. 
As a covered member who have paid contributions to the SSS, you are qualified to apply 
for the Unified Multi-Purpose ID (UMID), by filing an Application for Social Security Card 
(SS Form E-6) at any SSS office nearest you.

Effect of Separation from Employment

Upon separation from employment, your employer’s obligation to pay your contributions 
already ceases at the end of the month of separation but you shall be credited with all the 
contributions paid on your behalf and be entitled to benefits and privileges if you meet the 
necessary qualifying conditions.

However, you may continue to pay the total contributions as a voluntary member to 
maintain your right to full benefit.  In case of reemployment with the private sector, 
you can stop paying as a voluntary member and resume payment of contributions as 
employee-member through your employer.

• Change of civil status - Marriage contract
• New/additional/change of dependents/beneficiaries - Birth or Baptismal  
 Certificate(s) of children or marriage contract for spouses

• Correction of name/date of birth - Birth or Baptismal Certificate or Passport

3. What is the effect of non-reporting and non-remittance of contributions?

 To the Employee

 The employee is still entitled to SS benefits even if the employer fails or refuses  
 to remit the SSS contributions.

 To the Employer

 An employer who does not report temporary or provisional employees is violating  
 the SS law. The employer is liable to the employees and must:

1. pay the benefits of those who die, become disabled , get sick or reach  
 retirement age;

2. pay all unpaid contributions plus a penalty of three percent per month; and 
3. be held liable for a criminal offense punishable by fine and/or imprisonment.

 
 To the Self-employed Person

A self-employed person who fails to register with the SSS will also be fined and/or 
imprisoned.

However, in the event the self-employed person does not realize earnings in a given 
month, payment of SSS contributions for that month is no longer required.

 To the Self-employed and Voluntary Member

A self-employed and voluntary member who fails to remit contributions after 
membership is approved, may pay the monthly contribution prospectively but is not 
allowed to pay contributions retroactively from the month no contribution payments 
were remitted.
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For 24/7 access to your SSS membership, through the automated phone-based system, 
dial 917- 7777 for National Capital Region (NCR). For areas outside NCR, dial:

Baguio City 446-5902
Tarlac City 982-8739
San Pablo City 562-9289
Naga City 472-7776
Cebu City 253-0690
Bacolod City 433-9476
Cagayan de Oro City 727-707
Davao City 227-7273
Zamboanga City 992-2014

“Like” us on facebook

Look for Philippine Social Security System or visit YouTube.com and look for 
MySSSPhilippines

1. When a person has secured an SS number does it mean 
that one is already an SSS member and therefore has the 

right	to	social	security	benefits?

No. Securing an SS number does not automatically mean a 
person is already covered as a member. One is considered a 

member when the employer has reported one for SSS coverage by the 
employer and has paid at least one month contribution as an employee. For 

self-employed, OFW or non-working spouse, they should have paid at least one month 
contribution. Securing an SS number does not mean automatic membership.

2. What should I do if there are changes in my personal record?

Changes in your record should be reported immediately to the nearest SSS office 
through the submission of an SS Form E-4 (Member’s Data Amendment) and the 
required supporting documents:
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Social	Security	Benefits
 
If you are regularly paying your contributions, you will be entitled to social security 
benefits. There are, however, qualifying conditions for eligibility to these benefits:

•  Sickness  -   a daily cash allowance paid for the number of days a  
   member is unable to work due to sickness or injury.

•  Maternity  -  a daily cash allowance granted to a female member  
   who is unable to work due to childbirth or miscarriage.

•  Disability  -  a cash benefit granted either as a monthly pension  
   or a lumpsum amount to a member who becomes 

   permanently disabled, either partially or totally.

•  Retirement  -  a cash benefit granted either as a monthly pension or a  
   lumpsum amount to a member who can no longer work  
   due to old age.

•  Death  -  a cash benefit granted either as a monthly pension or a  
   lumpsum amount to the beneficiaries of a deceased  
   member.

•	  Funeral grant  -  a funeral grant is given to whoever paid for the burial  
   expenses of the deceased member.

SSS Loan Programs

You can also avail of the following loans, provided you meet the eligibility requirements. 

  Salary loan - a loan granted to an employed, currently paying self-employed  
  or voluntary member to meet the member’s short-term credit needs.

  Housing loan - a lending program established to provide funds thru SSS  
  accredited participating financial institutions (PFIs).

  Social Development Loan Facility - a lending program for the development  
  of facilities and establishment of institutions that provide quality education or  
  other academic training programs and affordable medical or health care related 
  services to the general population and to SSS members and their dependents.
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  Business Development Loan Facility - a lending program for business  
  enterprises and industries for the purpose of increasing productivity and 
  enhancing potential earnings through expansion, diversification and other  
  business development projects.

  ASENSO (Access of Small Enterprises to Sound Lending Opportunities)  
  - a lending program that aims to assist and empower the micro, small and  
  medium enterprises (MSMEs) in the country. 

Rate of Contributions to SSS

The monthly contributions are based on the compensation of members  ( Please see 
table on the last page). The current SSS contribution rate is 11% of the monthly salary 
credit not exceeding P16,000 and this is being shared by the employer (7.37%) and the 
employee (3.63%).

Self-employed and voluntary members pay the 11% of the monthly salary credit (MSC) 
based on the monthly earnings declared at the time of registration.

For OFWs, the minimum monthly salary credit is pegged at P5,000.

For the non-working spouse, the contribution will be based on 50% of the working 
spouse’s last posted monthly salary credit but in no case shall it be lower than P1,000.

Due Dates of Contribution and Loan Payments

For employed members

It is important that you are aware of the payment deadlines for contributions and member 
loans in order to avoid incurring penalties. If you are an employee-member, your 
employer must pay your contributions and member loans monthly in accordance with the 
prescribed schedule of payment which is according tothe 10th digit of the Employer’s ID 
Number (Please see table on the last page).Late payments will result to penalties and 
delays in the processing of your benefits and loans. 

The frequency of payment is on a monthly basis for business and household employers.

For Self-employed and Voluntary members

If you are a self-employed or a voluntary member, the prescribed schedule of payment 

is also being followed, (depending on the 10th (last digit) of the SE/VM SS number). 

However, the frequency of  contribution payments for self-employed or a voluntary 

member can be on a monthly or quarterly basis. A quarter covers three (3) consecutive 

calendar months ending on the last day of March, June, September and December. Any 

payment for one, two or all months for a calendar quarter may be made. 

For OFWs

Payment of contributions for the months of January to December of a given year may 

be paid within the same year; contributions for the months of October to December of 

a given year may also be paid on or before the 31st of January of the succeeding year.

For loan payments

For member loans, payment should be made monthly in accordance with the prescribed 

schedule of payment which is according to the 10th digit of the SS ID/Number.

Where	to	file	claims

Members can transact with any SSS Branch that is most convenient for them.

How to Contact us

Thru email at member_relations@sss.gov.ph

Call center numbers 920-6446 to 55, 24 hours a day, Mondays to Fridays
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